
Share your Japan ‘wander list’ and get the chance to win!

Already started dreaming of Japan, right? Come now, tell us what special
places, flavours, or experiences you look forward to in your next trip to Japan via

the "Tell us your future plan to visit Japan" online contest. For each entry, you stand
a chance to win great prizes, so post as many as you can. Contest ends 13 Mar

2022, so act fast!

Be like a local as you try out various unique, fun local experiences which we’ve
curated just for you! Try out the different aspects of local life in Japan through
staying in an authentic Japanese residential house, trying out local foods, and

exploring the off-beaten path known only to locals!

Hot News 

Bring home new, unique Omiyage snacks from Japan Omiyage Fair

JNTO is holding a Japan Omiyage Fair on Shopee where you can buy unique and 
local souvenirs from all over Japan from the comfort of your home.

 After enjoying the virtual tours on JNTO’s website, head on over to Shopee for 
some souvenir shopping and complete your virtual vacation experience!

There will be special promotions such as flash sales and up to 50% off vouchers so 
do make sure to check them out!

The Battle of Prefectures - battle of local specialties

At the Battle of Prefectures,  4 prefectures – Ishikawa, Kanagawa, Kochi and Ehime
- show you their best specialty goods from Japan. For a limited time only until 10
Mar 2022, you can get them without travelling to Japan. Have a taste at sparkling

umeshu from Ishikawa, Maguro buns from Kanagawa, Unagi from Kochi, Mandarin
Daifuku from Ehime and more to discover your own favourites!

Take A Cooking Trip To Japan

Three prefectures - Ishikawa, Kochi and Okinawa - are bringing you on a culinary
trip to Japan to enjoy the taste and sight of local foods! 

On 22 Feb, Chef Shunsuke will be showcasing simple home-cooked recipes such
as pasta, Japanese hotpot, with the finest ingredients of the three prefectures.

Whereas on 23 Feb, Chef Shunsuke will be demonstrating easy-to-prepare home-
cooked recipes and easy-to-make drinks, with the best ingredients Okinawa has to
offer! Learn to cook these dishes and do it yourself at home! Lucky draw giveaways

will be held during the shows.

Important Notification 

Check Japan’s latest updates of the COVID-19 situation in the link below. Please
refer to it to see how your plans to visit Japan may be affected.

About JbyJ Newsletter 

This newsletter is exclusively brought to you by the Japan National Tourism Organization, Singapore

Office. Through our specially curated contents, we continue to connect with our JAPAN by Japan

(JbyJ) community and members as you are special to us.
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Contest Page >

Deep dive into Japan like never before - get inspired by recommended spots by
locals, discover how you can experience various aspects of daily lives of the locals,

and even learn how you can become part of a local community!

Campaign Page >

Aso Rural Cycling ＆ Farming

Tour, Fukuoka Prefecture

One of the best ways to discover the

natural beauty of Fukuokaʼs bucolic

highlands, idyllic farm villages, and

panoramic grass fields is by a bicycle

tour. Starting your adventure in

Senomoto Highlands with stunning

views of Mt. Asoʼs five peaks, youʼll

continue through ancient cedar

forests to Gonbe Village to harvest

vegetables and help prepare lunch,

before ending at a farmerʼs market in

stunning Minamioguni town. See the

ever-changing landscape of

Minamioguni and learn about the

traditions that have shaped its culture

on this mostly-downhill ride.

Aso Rural Cycling ＆ Farming Tour, Fukuoka Prefecture >

Have a taste of the unique

Inakazushi with locals in Tsuno,

Kochi Prefecture

Inakazushi is a unique kind of

“countryside sushi” which originated

from the rural town of Tsuno in Kochi

prefecture. Locals use a special yuzu-

su (a citrus dressing made from yuzu)

instead of vinegar for the sushi rice,

which is topped with fresh mountain

vegetables, mushrooms, and sweet

tofu instead of fish. The colourful

sushi, given its colour by green

bamboo shoots, pink pickled ginger

and dark brown mushrooms, is

enjoyed year-round, and especially at

summer festivals. You can also learn

to make inakazushi in a cooking class

led by a local ladies group.

Have a taste of the unique Inakazushi with locals in Tsuno, Kochi
Prefecture >

Enjoy year-round fruit-picking in

its Fruit Kingdom, Wakayama

Prefecture

Wakayama is known throughout Japan

for its abundance of fruits and is

often referred to as “The Fruit

Kingdom.” Experience rural life by

getting back to nature at one of the

many fruit farms across the

prefecture. A number of fruit-picking

options await, whether youʼre in the

season for grapes, strawberries,

mandarins, or blueberries. A perfect

day out for friends and family, you can

also enjoy year-round local varieties

that trump the delectable index, such

as the seedless Arida Mikan (mandarin

orange).  

Enjoy year-round fruit-picking in its Fruit Kingdom, Wakayama Prefecture
>

Learn the secrets to a happy

and healthy long life in Okinawa,

Okinawa Prefecture

Did you know that Okinawa is one of

the few blue zones in the world where

people live exceptionally long lives?

From healthy foods to positive

mindsets, find out the secrets to a

happy life from the friendly, inspiring

people of Okinawa. In addition to the

islandsʼ pleasant climate, landscape,

unique local culture, and healthy

cuisine, you can experience the real

spirit of Okinawa through homestay

programmes in Ogimi Village and be

inspired by these incredibly warm

locals.  

Ogimi: Village of longevity >

Visit Okinawa Japan >

Try the different aspects of Japan | Experience local life in Japan >

Japan Omiyage Fair (shopee.sg) >

Battle of Prefectures >

Cooking Trip to Ishikawa, Kochi and Okinawa on 22 Feb >

Cooking Trip to Okinawa on 23 Feb >

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Advisory information >
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